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Preface

This volume documents the Proceedings of the Workshop Towards Digital Language Equality (TDLE), held on 20 June, 2022 as part of the LREC 2022 conference (International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation).

Language Technology (LT), one of the most important applications of Artificial Intelligence, is revolutionizing many language-related tasks while engendering a rapidly growing and substantial economic impact. Although cross-language communication forms a significant part of this development, LT resources are not equally available to all languages and domains. To make use of Language Technology’s full potential, progress towards a multilingual, efficient, accurate, explainable, ethical, fair and unbiased language understanding is necessary – in short: Digital Language Equality (DLE).

The workshop at LREC brought together researchers and scholars working on policies, initiatives, projects, and research that target DLE at every administrative level. These include models and tools that monitor, measure, catalogue or visualize the evolution and dynamics of DLE through technological factors, (e.g., the available language resources, tools and technologies) and contextual factors (e.g., societal, economic, educational, industrial).

We are thankful to the authors who submitted their work to this workshop. In the end, six papers were accepted. We are also grateful to our Program Committee members and reviewers for their contributions, to Antonios Anastasopoulos who kindly accepted to be our invited speaker and gave a talk on "Measuring Cultural Representativeness and Rethinking LT4All", and to the LREC committee for accepting this workshop as part of LREC 2022.
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